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This document shows how Words Their Way: Word Study in Action works with
Scott Foresman Reading Street Common Core, at Grades K-5. Reading teachers
using the Reading Street program can supplement lessons with the corresponding
Words Their Way instruction. Not all Reading Street lessons will have an ideal match
to a Words Their Way lesson. A correlation document highlighting the possible
matches can be found at SavvasSchool.com/WTW , and select “Correlations and
Alignments.” Additionally, you may wish to customize the sequence of your
Words Their Way Student Books. Visit SavvasLearningSolutions.com/school/
custom-library for more information.
The heart of the Words Their Way program is the Sort, or the process of grouping
sounds and words into specific categories. In just 15-20 minute per day, this
approach fosters the progression of word knowledge, including the development
of phonics, spelling, and word recognition. The ready-made materials make word
study easy to implement and use in your classroom.
Students who use Words Their Way: Word Study in Action in conjunction with
Scott Foresman Reading Street Common Core will achieve a high degree of success in
all elements of reading.
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Reading Street Common Core
Grade 5, Unit 2, Week 3 • Word Analysis Lesson: Greek and Latin Roots
Introduce the phonics skill through
modeling and guided practice.

Practice the skill in isolation
and connected text.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Derivational Relations • Sort 3

Sort
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Adding -ion (With No Spelling Change)

Objectives

Words

• To identify how to add -ion to base words ending in
-ss and -ct

Base -ct

• To sort and spell base words ending in -ss and -ct
and derivatives ending in -ion

Materials for Derivational Relations
Whiteboard Activities DVD-ROM, Sort 3
Teacher Resource CD-ROM, Sort 3 and Butterfly
Hunt Game

-ct + -ion

Base -ss

-ss + -ion

correct

correction

confess

confession

collect

collection

discuss

discussion

instruct

instruction

impress

impression

select

selection

process

procession

protect

protection

possess

possession

inspect

inspection

depress

depression

elect

election

Student Book, pages 9–12

Introduce/Model

Small Groups

• Use the whiteboard DVD or the CD word cards to
introduce the words. Ask students what they notice
about the words. (Base words have the ending -ion
added to them.)
• Place a word in each of the Base -ct, -ct + -ion, Base
-ss, and -ss + -ion columns and then challenge
students to complete the sort.
• Read the sort. Help students see that adding -ion to
a base word results in a word that means "the act or
result of."
• Guide students to conclude that when a base word
ends in -ct or -ss, no change in the spelling of the
base word is necessary when -ion is added.

Practice the Sort

Independent/Partner

• Have students use the Student Book or whiteboard
DVD to say each word and use the grid to sort the
words several times according to the suffix.
• Have students check and explain their sorts.

Apply

Independent/Partner/Small Groups

• Read aloud the directions on Student Book p. 12.
Have students complete the activity.
• Game Allow time for students to play Butterfly Hunt,
which is on the CD.

Extend the Sort

W O

Introduce/Model the sort.
The teacher may introduce
the sort using the activity on
the Whiteboard DVD or
word cards from the Teacher
Resource CD-ROM.

W

Vocabulary
ord f the eek:
procession Tell students that a procession of

antique cars slowly pass by in a parade.
Encourage students to predict what procession
means. Help students understand that a
procession is a number of persons or things
slowly moving forward in a line.

Alternative Sort: I Spy Sort
Have partners play a game of I Spy. One
student sorts the words by spelling patterns
and purposefully puts one word in the wrong
column. The partner studies the sort to find the
incorrect placement and says “I spy impression in
the -ct + -ion column; it should be in the -ss + -ion
column.” Have students switch roles and play the
game again.
ELL

English Language Learners

Have students repeat the sort words after you.
Then say sentences aloud that show the
relationship between the base words and their
derivatives. (If you predict a winner, you’ve made a
prediction.) Repeat the sentence omitting the
derivative and have volunteers supply the word.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Derivational Relations • Sort 3 (continued)
Practice the sort. Use the Student Book
to practice sorting the words. Ask children
to explain their sorts.

Apply the sort.
Have students complete
the Writing Sort found in
the Student Book, and on
the Whiteboard DVD.
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Words Their Way: Word Study in Action
Derivational Relations • Sort 3 (continued)
Apply and reinforce the sort. Allow children time
to play the Sort Game found on the Teacher Resource CD-ROM.
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